We introduce an extension of dynamic programming (DP) we call \Coarse-to-Fine Dynamic Programming" (CFDP), ideally suited to DP problems with large state space. CFDP uses dynamic programming to solve a sequence of coarse approximations which are lower b o u n d sto the original DP problem. These approximations are developed by merging states in the original graph into \superstates" in a coarser graph which uses an optimistic arc cost b e t ween superstates. The approximations are designed so that when CFDP terminates the optimal path through the original state graph has been found. CFDP leads to signi cant decreases in the amount of computation necessary to solve many DP problems and can, in some instances, make otherwise infeasible computations possible. CFDP generalizes to DP problems with continuous state space and we o er a convergence result for this extension. The computation of the approximations requires that we b o u n dthe arc cost over all possible arcs associated with an adjacent pair of superstates thus the feasibility of our proposed method requires the identi cation of such a lower bound. We demonstrate applications of this technique to optimization of functions and boundary estimation in mine recognition.
Introduction
Many optimization problems can b erecast as searches for the minimum cost path through a trellis graph where the cost of a path is given by the sum of the costs of the arcs traversed in the path. It is well-known that in such problems dynamic programming (DP) leads to a computationally e cient identi cation of the globally optimal path. Examples of applications of DP to recognition problems are numerous and include speech recognition 1 14] . Such problems often lead to enormous state spaces, however, and the computations can b e infeasible, even with DP. To overcome this obstacle, we propose a variation on DP we call coarseto-ne dynamic programming (CFDP). We demonstrate two applications of CFDP that emphasize the generality and utility of this technique. The essential idea of our algorithm is to form a series of coarse approximations to the original DP trellis by aggregating trellis states into \superstates." For each coarse approximation, the optimal path is found using DP with \optimistic" arc costs b e t ween the superstates. The superstates along this optimal path are re ned and the process is iterated until a demonstrably globally optimal path is found. In many cases this global optimum is achieved with considerably less computational expenditure than straight DP.
Our CFDP algorithm is similar to the A or \Branch and Bound" algorithm familiar from the AI literature 15], 16] , 17]. In the A algorithm, one maintains a tree structure of \pre xes" which are partial paths through the graph beginning with the start state, along with the costs of these pre xes. The leaf nodes of this tree can b ethought of as the \frontier" of exploration, and for each frontier state one computes a lower bound on the cost of all paths connecting the frontier state to the nal state. The sum of these two costs, the lower bound and the pre x cost, is a lower bound on all complete paths beginning with the pre x, and the pre xes partition the collection of complete paths. The algorithm proceeds by \expanding" the frontier state with the lowest estimated complete cost, thereby advancing the frontier, and updating the pre x tree to retain the b e s tpre x paths found so far. The process of estimating optimal costs and advancing the frontier continues until the frontier reaches the nal node. At this point the optimal path has b e e nfound.
Kam has built upon the idea of A in his \Iterated Complete Path" (ICP) algorithm 18], 19]. In an attempt to compute as few arc costs as possible, one begins by substituting a cheap lower bound for each arc cost. Next the optimal path through the trellis is found using DP and along this optimal path the true arc costs are computed. This procedure is iterated until the optimal path is composed entirely of true arc costs. At this p o i n t we have found the optimal path through the original graph.
While CFDP, A , and ICP are all similar in spirit, their domains of useful application di er. ICP is intended for a dynamic programming problem with a small trellis in which arc costs are expensive to compute thus, it is not surprising that ICP o ers nothing in particular to problems with large state space. A is also not particularly well-suited for large state space since large state spaces lead to large pre x trees. Our CFDP algorithm is particularly well-suited to DP problems with large state spaces. In fact, CFDP generalizes naturally to continuous state space as our examples illustrate.
Our CFDP b e a r sa resemblance to hierarchical motion planning strategies popular in the robotics literature 22], 23], 24], 25], 26]. In this work a large state space of possible robot congurations is represented through a recursive partitioning into cells analogous to our superstates. Successive re nements of the state space into smaller and smaller cells are examined until one produces a realizable path. Our work di ers from algorithms presented for hierarchical motion planning in that CFDP produces a provably optimal con guration on the original state space. In contrast, the hierarchical motion planning algorithms are generally suboptimal, or optimal only with respect to the approximation of the original objective function associated with the state space partition. We believe CFDP could make a signi cant contribution to robot motion planning in problems where an optimal solution is of paramount importance.
The following contains a careful development of our CFDP algorithms along with two applications. Section 2 gives a precise description of the algorithms with nite state space, demonstrates the correctness of the algorithm, and generalizes of CFDP to continuous state space. Sections 3 and 4 demonstrate applications of the algorithm to optimization of functions and mine detection with the hope of suggesting the wide range of problems that can bene t from CFDP. The Appendix provides a convergence proof for our CFDP algorithm in the continuous state space case.
The CFDP Algorithm
We b e g i nby sketching our algorithm a more precise description follows. By trellis, we mean a graph in which each node has an associated level, and arcs can can only connect nodes at adjacent levels. Consider the trellis diagram in the upper-left panel of Figure 1 in which we seek the minimum cost path from the left-most \state" to the right-most \state." We solve a sequence of approximations to this problem which is guaranteed to result in the optimal path.
In the rst approximation we partition the states, at each trellis level, into a small collection of subsets or superstates. We de ne an \optimistic" graph on the superstates using the following two rules: Two superstates are connected if any of the pairs of states in their cross product are connected the cost of an arc b e t ween two superstates is the minimal cost over all arcs connecting the superstates. The optimistic graph obtained using these rules is shown in the upper-right panel of Figure 1 . The optimal path through this graph can b efound using DP this path is shown in solid black lines.
Our second approximation is formed by re ning the superstates along the optimal path as shown in the middle-left panel of Figure 1 . The graph is then redrawn, using the same two rules as before, and we nd the optimal path through this somewhat less optimistic graph, again using DP. This optimal path is also shown in solid black.
The process of nding the optimal path and re ning the superstates along the optimal path continues until we nd an optimal path composed entirely of singleton superstates as in the bottomright panel of Figure 1 . This path must b ethe optimal path through the original graph as we will argue presently.
More formally, let G = (S E C ) b ea weighted trellis graph where S is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges, and C is a cost function de ned on the edges. Thus every node s 2 S has a \level" (s) 2 f0 : : : N g and we assume that E f(s t) : s t 2 S (s) + 1 = (t)g. The cost of an edge (s t) 2 E is given by C(s t). For simplicity's sake we assume with no loss of generality that s 0 Our CFDP is now de ned. In what follows, by a partition of a set R (jRj > 1) we mean a collection of at least two nonempty disjoint subsets whose union is R. Proof: Since jSj < 1 only a nite numb e rof iterations are possible before S k is composed entirely of singleton sets so k is well-de ned. Let (s 0 : : : s N ) 2 (G). Then there exist S n 2 S k , n = 0 : : : N such that s n 2 S n since S k partitions S. Also note that (s n s n+1 ) 2 E for n = 0 : : : N ; 1 implies (S n S n+1 ) 2 E k and (S 0 : : : S N ) 2 (G k ). Then C(s 0 : : : s N ) C k (S 0 : : : S N ) C k (S k 0 : : : S k N ) = C(s k 0 : : : s k N ) 2 It is worth noting that one can substitute a lower bound,C k (S T), for the true minimum arc cost, C k (S T), b e t ween two superstates without a ecting the correctness of the algorithm, as long asC k (S T) = C k (S T) when jSj = jT j = 1. In fact, the proof is identical to the above withC k taking the place of C k . In many applications, lower bounds are easy to compute from problemspeci c information, and often they come at considerably less computational cost than the true minimum. Also we note that the sequence of DP problems generated by our CFDP algorithm are quite similar to one another, so they needn't b esolved from scratch. In fact, each solution can b e obtained by updating a data structure common to all of the DP problems.
For trellis graphs, the computational complexity of any dynamic programming iteration is O(jEj). In CFDP, with typical superstate partitioning rules, the numb e rof edges grows linearly with the iteration. Thus the computational complexity of performing K iterations of CFDP is O(K 2 ). The actual numb e rof iterations before the algorithm terminates is highly problemdependent and not amenable to simple complexity analysis. In the worst case, CFDP re nes the entire trellis graph before solving the DP problem that was originally presented, thus requiring considerably more computation (O(jEj 2 )) than straight DP (O(jEj)). In the b e s tcase, CFDP continually re nes the optimal path found on the previous iteration, resulting in a computation of O(log jEj). While the e ciency of CFDP varies in practice, we have found that judicious application of CFDP can lead to considerable savings as demonstrated in our examples.
The . We can create a corresponding graph so that each possible solution (x 0 : : : x N ) is identi ed with a path through the graph and f(x 0 : : : x N ) is the cost of the path. We then can express the optimization problem as a search for the minimal cost path through the graph. Let G = (S E C ) where
where the components of s 2 S are given by s = (x(s) (s)). The CFDP algorithm can b eapplied directly to this situation. For example, for each n = 0 : : : N we could de ne the initial partition at the n th level to b eP n where S 2 P n has components S = (X(S) n ) with S2P n X(S) = R n and the fX(S) : S 2 P n g are disjoint rectangles. The algorithm would proceed exactly as given above: For each iteration k we nd the optimal sequence of superstates (S k 0 : : : S k N ) through dynamic programming and then partition these superstates into smaller superstates. For example, each partition P(S k n ) could b esuch that S2P(S k n ) X(S) = X(S k n ) with fX(S) : S 2 P(S k n )g being disjoint subrectangles of X(S k n ). For de niteness one could imagine forming P(S k n ) out of 2 d superstates obtained by splitting X(S k n ) in two across all d dimensions. In this continuous version of CFDP while the volume of the fX(S k n )g might shrink to 0, the fX(S k n )g will never degenerate into singleton sets thus there is no obvious stopping criterion for continuous CFDP. We do show in the Appendix, however, that in a suitably de ned sense the approximations given by the (X(S k 0 ) : : : X (S k N )) collapse around the optimal solution, thus showing that CFDP converges to the globally optimal solution.
Optimization of Functions
In a famous calculus problem, the Brachistochrone Problem, one seeks the minimum time path b e t ween two points on a vertical plane (x 0 y 0 ), (x N y N ), with (x N y N ) lower than (x 0 y 0 ). It is assumed that gravity is the only force acting on an object as it traverses the path. The solution, a cycloid (Figure 2 left) , can b ederived using the Calculus of Variations 20] | thus our interest in this problem is for illustrative purposes.
We consider a discretization of the problem in which we seek a piecewise-linear path with knots at (x n y n ) where n = 0 1 : : : N . The values of the fx n g are xed by the design of the problem, as well as the initial and nal heights, y 0 y N , and we wish to minimize the time to traverse the path de ned by the remaining heights, y 1 y 2 : : : y N;1 (Figure 2 , right). With a suitable discretization of the possible heights this problem would b ewell-suited to DP, however, the discretization might need to b every ne b e f o r ewe achieve su cient accuracy. Also, we might wish to achieve the maximum accuracy for xed computing time and xing the discretization a priori makes this impossible. Instead we apply our continuous CFDP algorithm.
We b e g i nby de ning the initial discretization into superstates which in this case are intervals. Speci cally, we let y min b ethe minimum path height we are willing to consider and for each n = 1 : : : N ; 1 we partition the interval y min y 0 ) into I intervals, P n = f y min y min + ) y min + y min + 2 ) : : : y min + (I ; 1) y min + I )g where = (y 0 ; y min )=I. Since the initial and nal heights are xed, for n = 0 and n = N we de ne P 0 = fy 0 g and P N = fy N g. We take our initial collection of superstates to b eS 0 = N n=0 P n where, for the sake of clarity of notation, we drop the more formal notion of a superstate as a rectangle and level pair and simply refer to the rectangle as the superstate.
We de ne the graph on these superstates by forming all possible arcs b e t ween superstates at levels n and n + 1 for n = 0 : : : N ; 1. For an arc b e t ween superstates S n = l n u n ) and S n+1 = l n+1 u n+1 ) at levels n and n + 1, we de ne the optimal cost C (S n S n+1 ) = min (y n y n+1 )2S n S n+1
C(x n y n x n+1 y n+1 )
This cost can b ecomputed in closed form as follows. First note that the minimal cost must b e achieved at a point (y n y n+1 ) 2 S n S n+1 with either y n = l n or y n+1 = l n+1 , thus reducing the problem to one of minimizing a function of one variable. Consider the case in which we assume y n = l n the case in which y n+1 = l n+1 is treated analogously. Then C(x n y n x n+1 y n+1 ) = 2 A 1=3 with the help of symbolic computation. Thus, for the case when y n = l n we must have C (S n S n+1 ) = ( min(C(x n l n x n+1 l n+1 ) C (x n l n x n+1 u n+1 )) y root 6 2 l n+1 u n+1 )
C(x n l n x n+1 y root ) otherwise
Finding the path through this trellis graph using the arc cost function C can b eaccomplished using dynamic programming. Suppose that the optimal sequence of superstates in the k th iteration of the algorithm is found to b eS k 1 : : : S k N;1 with S k n = l k n u k n ) for n = 1 : : : N ; 1. We then create the superstates at iteration k + 1 , S k+1 by letting the partition at level n = 1 : : : N ; 1 b e P k+1 n = P k n f l k n l k n + u k n 2 ) l k n + u k n 2 u k n )g n f l k n u k n )g and letting S k+1 = P 0 P N ( N;1 n=1 P k+1 n ) The graph is then redrawn connecting each superstate at level n = 0 : : : N ; 1 with each superstate at level n + 1, again using C to compute arc costs. The algorithm iterates the process of nding the optimal path using dynamic programming and re ning the partition along the optimal path and redrawing the graph. The proof given in the Appendix guarantees that the optimal superstates found at each iteration of the algorithm will eventually collapse around the optimal path, provided one is willing to assume a priori that the optimal path always lies above some numb e ry min .
We performed experiments on this problem with 20 evenly spaced knots, x 0 x 1 : : : x 19 , and with (x 0 y 0 ) = (0 0) and (x 19 y 19 ) = (5 ;1) and a graph of the nal result is given in the right panel of Figure 2 . We compare the relative e ciency of continuous CFDP to straight DP as follows. For straight DP we consider discretizations d = 3 4 : : : 12 where the dth discretization has 2 d states. For each discretization we compute the numb e rof arc cost calculations, DP(d), necessary to obtain a DP solution since the arc costs dominate the total computing time. To facilitate comparisons we ran the CFDP with the same target discretizations as used above. In seeking a CFDP solution at level d we do not allow any state to divide b e y ond the level d discretization, thus producing exactly the same solution as would b eobtained with straight DP. We denote the numb e rof arc cost computations in this case by CFDP(d). Figure 3 shows log 10 (CFDP(d)=DP(d)) for various values of d demonstrating the increasing value of CFDP at progressively ner discretizations. At the nest discretization the gure demonstrates a 100-fold decrease in the numb e rof arc cost computations. Since the arc cost computations require a constant amount of time for both straight DP and CFDP, the gure suggests an increasingly bigger win for CFDP as one seeks a solutions at progressively ner discretizations. 
Boundary Estimation in Mine Recognition
In our formulation of a mine recognition problem we are given a collection of images containing mine-like objects. These objects can b erecognized as areas of relatively lighter pixel values coming from a known library of possible shapes | parallelograms and ellipses in the data presented here. Our approach has four stages: nding candidate locations, estimating mine boundaries, optimizing over the boundary estimates using the shape library information, and accepting only the mine hypotheses whose likelihood exceeds a threshold. We focus here on boundary estimation which we believe to b ethe most di cult stage. Since all of the shapes in our library are convex, we formulate the boundary estimation problem as one of nding the mostly likely convex set containing the candidate location. This is the problem we discuss here for a complete discussion see 21].
We b e g i nby developing a representation of the class of convex sets containing a xed reference p o i n t x. Such a set can b ethought of as a pair of 2 -periodic functions (r( ) t ( )) representing the radius and tangent direction at every angle in a coordinate system with origin x (see Figure  4 ). Thus r( ) > 0 and ; = 2 t( ) = 2 for 2 0 2 ]. In practice, we will only specify (r( ) t ( )) at a nite numb e rof angles 0 1 : : : N;1 , typically N = 16 or N = 32 in our experiments. Additionally we will restrict our attention to convex sets whose boundaries are contained in an annulus centered around x. Thus we seek (r( n ) t ( n )) 2 r min r max ] ; = 2 = 2] for n = 0 : : : N ; 1.
Consider the problem of specifying values (r( n ) t ( n )), n = 0 1 : : : N ; 1 in a manner consistent with convexity. Our choice of (r( 0 ) t ( 0 )) is unconstrained, however, convexity imposes constraints on the choices at other angles, as follows. Consider any adjacent pair of angles, say 1 and 2 . In a convex set the tangent angle must continue to rotate counter-clockwise as we move counter-clockwise through the possible angles. As a result, the maximum possible value for r( 2 ), as dictated by our choice of (r( 1 ) t ( 1 )), is the length at which the ray emanating from ( 1 r ( 1 )) in the t( 1 ) direction intersects the line containing x and ( 2 r ( 2 ) ( 1 ) t ( 1 ) t ( 2 ) r ( 2 ) x Figure 4 : Left: A convex set containing x can bedescribed in terms of the function r( ) giving the distance to the boundary as a function of . t( ) is the relative orientation of the tangent direction to the convex set at the boundary point ( r( )). Right: The rst of the two conditions for a legal arc is described pictorially. For convexity, t( ) must rotate counter-clockwise as moves counter-clockwise. This places a constraint on r( 1 ), r( 2 ), and t( 1 ).
instance, the con guration depicted in Figure 4 is consistent with convexity. A similar relation obtained by observing the way (r( 2 ) t ( 2 )) constrains r( 1 ) leads to another inequality. So, for any n = 0 1 : : : N ; 1, a \legal" con guration of r( n ) t ( n ) r ( n+1 ) t ( n+1 ) satis es cos(t( n ) ; ( n+1 ; n )) cos(t( n )) r( n ) r( n+1 ) cos(t( n+1 )) cos(t( n+1 ) + ( n+1 ; n )) (3) where the subscript addition is always taken to b emodulo N. If we de ne the \states" s n = (r( n ) t ( n )), then the convexity constraints operate on adjacent pairs of states so the possible convex sets can b eidenti ed with paths through a trellis. The last state choice, at N;1 , must satisfy two pairs of constraints, one for s N;2 s N;1 and one for s N;1 s 0 , so our trellis \wraps around" on itself. Our data model is de ned for a circular window of pixel data centered around x as follows ( Figure 5 ). The pixel data y are partitioned into N \pie-slices" y 0 y 1 : : : y N;1 bounded by the f n g as in Figure 5 . We then assume, given a convex set s = (s 0 s 1 : : : s N;1 ), the fy n g are generated independently and with only local dependence on the fs n g. That is, P(yjs) = N;1 Y n=0 P(y n js n s n+1 )
We have experimented with a numb e rof di erent data models, some corresponding to generative models with straightforward probabilistic assumptions, and others simply being quantities that seem reasonable to optimize. The actual experiments were performed with this latter kind of \data model" de ned by log(P(y n js n s n+1 )) =^ in ;^ out where^ in and^ out are the empirical mean values for the \inside" and \outside" regions de ned by the triangle associated with s n and s n+1 and^ is a pooled standard deviation estimate assuming If we discretize the state space a priori, then xing s 0 , the maximum likelihood convex set containing s 0 can b efound by traditional DP. We, of course, must consider all possible starting points for s 0 , so the computation increases by an order of magnitude. See 21] for a more computationally elegant solution to this problem.
To apply continuous CFDP, we partition the radius-tangent space, r min r max ] ; = 2 + = 2], into a collection of rectangles as in the left panel of Figure 6 . Each subrectangle in this gure represents a range of possible radii and tangent values. We call this initial partition P 0 and let P n = P 0 for n = 0 : : : N ; 1. Our initial collection of superstates is then S 0 = N;1 n=0 P n .
In creating the k th superstate graph, G k = (S k E k C k ), k = 0 1 : : : E k = f(S n S n+1 ) : S n S n+1 2 S k (S n ) = n (S n+1 ) = n + 1 (4) there exists (s n s n+1 ) 2 S n S n+1 with L(s n s n+1 ) = 1g where L(s n s n+1 ) is 1 or 0 as Eqn. 3 is satis ed or not. If S n = r l n r u n ] t l n t u n ] and S n+1 = r l n+1 r u n+1 ] t l n+1 t u n+1 ], then this condition can b edescribed by the constraints cos(t l n ; 2 = N) cos(t l n ) r u n r l n+1 (5) cos(t u n+1 ) cos(t u n + 2 = N) r l n r u n+1 (6) t l n+1 + 2 = N t u n (7) The rst two constraints above are simply restatements of Eqn. 3 while the last constraint forces the tangent angle to b ea nondecreasing function of the angle. When dealing with isolated states the monotonicity of the tangent angle is a direct byproduct of Eqn. 3, however, when dealing with superstates we must explicitly include this constraint.
Ideally, the arc score b e t ween two superstates S n and S n+1 , (S n S n+1 ) 2 E k , k = 0 1 : : : , would b e C(S n S n+1 ) = max (s n s n+1 )2S n S n+1 log(L(s n s n+1 )P(y n js n s n+1 )
The e ort necessary to perform this computation would defeat the purpose of CFDP, however. Instead we use the upper bound for C(S n S n+1 ): C(S n S n+1 ) = max (s n s n+1 )2S n S n+1 log(L(s n s n+1 )) + max (s n s n+1 )2S n S n+1 log(P(y n js n s n+1 )) (9) The left term on the right hand side is just the computation of Eqns. 5 { 7, while the right term, depending only on the two radius ranges, is readily approximated by maximizing over a discretization of the possible values. More speci cally, we approximate the right term of Eqn. 9 by maximizing P(y n js n s n+1 ) over the states corresponding to triangles (x r( n ) r ( n+1 )) where r( n ) = r( n+1 = 2 r l n : : : r h n (c. f. Figure 5 ). For the k th iteration of our algorithm, the legal paths, (G k ), are the sequences (S 0 : : : S N;1 ) such that (S n S n+1 ) 2 and then repeat the process of redrawing the graph according to Eqn. 4 and computing the edge costs according to Eqn. 8. The algorithm terminates when depth(S k n ) = L for n = 0 : : : N ; 1. For illustrative purposes, the left panel of Figure 6 shows a possible optimal sequence of superstates found in the G 0 . As described above, we re ne the superstates along this optimal path and construct G 1 . A possible optimal path through G 1 is shown in the right panel of Figure 6 .
Although the convergence of CFDP is not guaranteed by the result in the Appendix, since the objective function is discontinuous, the algorithm still remains plausible and seems to work well in practice. In our experiments we chose the f n g to b e16 equally spaced locations and iterated the CFDP algorithm until all superstates along the optimal path had reached depth 6 superstates were not allowed to divide b e y ond depth 6. At this p o i n t the superstates are about 1 pixel by = 64 radians in size. The top image of Figure 7 shows the candidate mine locations that we consider and the bottom image shows the optimal convex sets located by CFDP. Figure 8 shows results from our boundary estimation experiments describing the savings in computation due to using CFDP. The top panel gives log 10 (CFDP(l)=DP(l)) for levels l = 2 : : : 6 for three di erent boundary estimation problems where CFDP(l) and DP(l) are the total numb e rof DP comparisons using CFDP and DP. This is the calculation that dominates the total computation of our algorithm. We could not compute DP(5) and DP(6) directly, so in each of the three examples the last two p o i n ts represent estimates of the total log speedup. These estimates are based on the observation that DP(l)=DP(l + 1) should converge to a constant as l increases. The bottom panel of Figure 8 shows the discretization of the superstate space for a particular angle after nding the optimal boundary at level 6. Note that the majority of the superstate space remains unexplored (c. f. Figure 6 ).
Discussion
The basic idea of CFDP is simple, however, as the preceding might suggest, its application is not always straightforward. For CFDP to work e ectively one must identify superstates with the following properties 1. The superstates must b eeasily partitioned into smaller superstates. 2. One must b eable to e ciently compute an optimum over all possible arc costs b e t ween two connected superstates, or a good bound for that optimum. 3. The superstate arc scores should b ehomogeneous. That is, for connected superstates, S 1 S 2 , C(S 1 S 2 ) should b eclose to C(s 1 s 2 ) for any (s 1 s 2 ) 2 E. The necessity of the rst two properties is clear the third property, homogeneity of arc costs, ensures that the superstate arc costs are reasonable proxies for the constituencies they represent. When arc costs are not homogeneous the superstate arc score will b esigni cantly di erent from some of the constituent arc scores and can make the arc appear to b eunrealistically attractive. Thus time is wasted in re ning superstates before they can b everi ed to b esuboptimal.
Often the above objectives compete with one another to some extent. Typically simple superstates \shapes" such as rectangles are the easiest to to represent and split, however such superstates do not necessarily give the most homogeneous arc scores. On the other hand, superstates de ned with homogeneity in mind might have complex shapes and therefore b edi cult to represent and split.
Occasionally it is possible to nd a representation of superstates for which one can e ciently compute a optimum for the cost b e t ween superstates as in Section 3. More often there is a tradeo b e t ween the quality of the bound on arc costs and the cheapness with which it can b ecomputed. The \art" of using CFDP lies in navigating these tradeo s e ectively. We can o er no prescription for identifying the right choice of superstate for any given problem, or any guarantee that such a choice exists. However, we hope that the examples demonstrate that situations exist that do lend themselves to CFDP. In fact, we b e l i e v e them to b eplentiful. Successful results with CFDP depend also on aspects of the application domain having nothing to do with the choice of superstates. Speci cally, the ideal domain is one in which there are relatively few paths that give nearly optimal scores. In such a problem, CFDP wastes little time re ning superstates that do not lie on the eventual optimal path and proceeds directly to the optimal solution thereby realizing a signi cant savings in computation.
The correctness of our CFDP algorithm relies on bounding the cost of all possible arcs b e t ween superstates. In each of the applications we have presented, a genuine upper or lower bound for this arc cost was computed. As a nal comment, we remark that good results might b eobtained by relaxing this constraint and using a near upper or lower bound, or perhaps even an average arc cost. With this relaxation, we lose the guarantee of eventually identifying an optimal path, however, g o o dpaths can b efound this way in some problems in which \true" CFDP is impractical.
Appendix
The continuous version of CFDP introduced in Section 2 and exempli ed in Sections 3 and 4 generates a sequence of approximations to the optimal path through a trellis with a nite numb e r of levels and continuous state space. The approximations are obtained by solving a nite state distillation of the continuous state problem with an \optimistic" version of the objective function. Each approximate solution gives a rectangle for each trellis level that, we hope, contains the optimal state. We show here that, under suitable assumptions, the rectangles collapse around the optimal solution, thus continuous CFDP converges to the optimal solution.
Suppose we have a closed subset < N with diameter D( ) < 1. Let H : ! < b ea continuous function we wish to maximize and assume that x is the unique maximizer in . We assume the existence of an extension of H to rectangular subsets X such that H(x) H(X) for all x 2 X and such that for every > 0 there is a > 0 with D(X) < ) jH(X) ; H(x)j < for all x 2 X . Consider the following process which describes the essential b e h a vior of CFDP. We b e g i nwith some initial partition of into a nite numb e rof subsets we denote by P 1 and we generate the subsequent partitions, fP m g, by letting X m = arg max X2P m H(X) and recursively de ning P m from P m;1 by subdividing X m;1 into sets of half the diameter of X m;1 . Other elements of P m;1 may also b esubdivided to obtain P m but it is not required.
Proposition: If fx m g is a sequence of points chosen so that x m 2 X m for m = 1 2 : : : where the fX m g are de ned as above, then x m ! x .
Before we give the proof of the proposition we make two remarks about the way the proposition relates to CFDP. First of all, the proposition makes no reference to how the fX m g are found. Of course we do this in CFDP with dynamic programming but this is not relevant to the argument presented here. Secondly, we clarify the relationship b e t ween the fP m g of our proposition and the partitions of CFDP. In CFDP, at each iteration, m, we have a partition on the state space for each of the N levels of the trellis. Any set that can b eformed as an N-fold cross product of these partitions will b ean element of P m . Thus H is our upper bound on path scores. 
